Digital medicine

AI-facilitated health care requires education of clinicians

Artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning have changed our lives. In our smartphones, laptops, and social media, they provide image and speech recognition, language translation, and more. These advances have begun to percolate into medicine, with deep learning systems capable of diagnosing skin cancer and fully autonomous AI approved for diabetic retinopathy screening. Although AI-enabled health care has huge potential, we are still only in its early stages, with much work to be done before its benefits can truly be achieved. As the field matures, a key question is to how should clinicians be educated in these advances? And what role should they play in developing, validating, and implementing these technologies?

Consider a thought experiment: in 2016, as the tech industry was being transformed by AI, what was required to develop a deep learning system in a clinical setting? Technical expertise was fundamental, but limited to a fairly small number of practitioners. Access to substantial computing resources, particularly graphics processing units (GPUs), was also a prerequisite. And lastly, large datasets, often running to millions of images, were vital. Addressing these needs was challenging; many of experts in this field were quickly hired by multinational tech companies; there was little if any access to GPUs in hospital settings, where most large clinical datasets exist; and access to large datasets was extremely limited, partly due to privacy concerns. So how have things changed in 2021? Flexible, scalable, computing resources are now available on tap through cloud-based infrastructure, something which health systems have begun to adopt, while the use of privacy protecting techniques, such as [blockchain-based?] federated learning, offer the potential for the first truly global datasets. Perhaps most importantly, deep learning has become easier with the open sourcing of software libraries and the advent of so-called automated deep learning.

Automated deep learning systems provide intuitive, drag-and-drop interfaces that allow users to develop deep learning models with minimal, if any, coding. In 2019, the feasibility of using one such system was shown for multiple clinical applications—eg, chest x-rays, skin lesions, retinal photographs. Research involving state-of-the-art models have recently been replicated using code-free deep learning. In the coming years, these systems are expected to be used to replicate—or surpass—other major breakthroughs in clinical AI. As their potential develops, it seems likely that automated deep learning systems will have a central role in medical education and subsequently the democratisation of AI development for health care.

In the initial feasibility study from 2019, clinicians quickly became facile with automated deep learning for various medical imaging applications. This is one dimension of how health-care professionals can and need to be educated about the potential utility and the nuances of AI. It will be essential for any important matter in health care that there is a “human-in-the-loop” and this clinician will need to be familiar with the shortcomings and strengths of a deep neural network’s output. With automated deep learning platforms, it will be possible for clinicians to explore this using publicly available medical datasets that do not require any additional ethical or institutional approvals. Beyond this direct experience, multiple online courses have been initiated to train physicians and nurses on the basics of AI and its applications for health care, including how to critically appraise the literature. It will soon be incumbent on medical schools to update their curricula to include deep and machine learning so the future workforce will be well equipped to integrate AI into patient care as the field advances.
The AI revolution is approaching a pivot point, perhaps akin to that reached by the computer industry in the late 1970s. At that time, the industry was focused on mainframe computers, typically provided to large corporations, universities, or the military, for applications such as payroll calculation and rocket design. It’s hard to imagine now, but at that time the idea of personal computers was strange and unlikely. But a group of hobbyists and hackers spotted that, although initially primitive, personal computers would lead to countless, hitherto unimagined applications. We believe we are approaching a new phase for AI-enabled health care that is akin to what happened with computing. Clinicians will have an increasingly important role in this AI revolution that will ultimately lead to countless benefits for our patients. However, for AI-enabled health care to be actualised, it is time to develop broad educational initiatives for the medical community.
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